
Software Solutions for  
Increased Business Agility 
Rapidly respond to client demands and reduce  
risk with the Cisco Managed Service License  
Agreement (MSLA).



Introduction
Your customers look to you to provide them with the services they need to succeed in an 

increasingly competitive market. Whether you’re a managed service provider helping small 

businesses or a franchise network that caters to a chain of businesses, you must move fast to 

provide the solutions your customers need, when they need them. But how can you meet  

customer demands without increasing your risk, cost and time to market? 

The answer lies in software-based services like the Cisco® Managed Service License Agreement 

(MSLA) — a solution that enables you to maintain a robust managed services offering without 

the time-consuming burden of contract negotiations or heavy, up-front financial investments.



Software-based Cisco services 
The Cisco MSLA presents a safe and easy way to scale your business while providing your  

customers with access to a broad range of software-based services through a multiyear  

agreement. The MSLA takes a utility-buying approach, cutting out the complexities of a  

traditional perpetual licensing agreement. Simply pay for what you consume on an affordable 

monthly billing cycle. This allows you to effortlessly scale your usage up and down as  

needed — without dramatic swings to your revenue stream. 

This enables you to provide your customers with access to premium software solutions from 

Insight and Cisco, such as virtual networking and advanced malware protection. You’ll also be 

able to quickly provision additional licenses to respond to demand. And you’ll be backed by the 

full support of Insight and Cisco, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.



The easiest way to meet customer demands
Taking a software-based approach with the Cisco® MSLA offers a range of benefits, from  

smoothing migrations between on-premise and virtual networks to providing flexible payment 

options to end users and eliminating the paperwork that often accompanies software licensing 

and management.

 • Reduce your financial burden. Make monthly payments for only the licenses that are in  

  use. There are no startup costs to join the MSLA. 

 • Eliminate operational barriers. Minimize the paperwork and management headaches  

  of software licensing. Avoid getting locked into long-term licensing agreements. 

 • Deliver products to your clients, fast. Acquire the latest Cisco product versions when you  

  need them. Provision new products in real time.

 • Get the support you need. Your monthly price includes licensing, support and upgrades. 



Premium Cisco products with real-time provisioning
The MSLA removes barriers to a range of Cisco software solutions, including:

 • Infrastructure

   – Cloud Services Router 1000V 

   – WAN Essentials

   – WAN Foundation

   – Virtual Wide Area Application Services

 • Security

   – Adaptive Security Appliance Virtual Firewall

   – Advanced Malware Protection for Endpoints 

 • Cloud

   – CloudCenter

 • Services

   – Network Services Orchestrator



Maximize your MSLA value.
Insight is uniquely positioned to support you with the Cisco® MSLA. We are a pioneer in  

supporting service providers with virtualization, security and emerging technologies. We are 

the largest Microsoft Global Services Provider License Agreement Reseller and one of  

VMware’s top global resellers. We were the first provider to become authorized to resell the 

Cisco MSLA, the Microsoft MSLA, the VMware® Cloud Provider Program (VCPP), Citrix, Veeam, 

Red Hat and IBM. 



It’s easy to get started.
Insight will support your MSLA lifecycle with a team of dedicated licensing specialists. We’ll 

guide you through the MSLA onboarding process with demonstrations and personal  

conference calls to walk you through:

 • MSLA reporting requirements

 • MSLA program process and procedures

 • A review of your environment's licensing needs

 • How to run activity reports

To get started, email ciscomsla@insight.com. 



1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

Why Insight?
Insight empowers companies of all sizes and government organizations to healthcare 

and educational institutions with Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ to realize 

their goals. As a Fortune 500-ranked global provider of hardware, software, cloud and 

service solutions, we give clients the guidance and expertise needed to define, architect, 

implement and manage technology today to help them transform for tomorrow.


